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Hear the full podcast at www.computer.org/silverbullet. Show links, notes, and an online discussion can be found at www.cigital.com/silverbullet.
Silver Bullet Talks with Peiter (Mudge) Zatko
Gary McGraw, Cigital P eiter Zatko, better known in the security community as Mudge, was one of the leaders of the L0pht hacker collective, which contributed significantly to the disclosure of serious Internet vulnerabilities and eventually became the security consultancy @stake. He has worked as a division scientist at BBN Technologies, a project manager for DARPA, and a researcher at Google. He's currently working on a project called the Cyber Independent Testing Lab oratory (Cyber-ITL), a testing organization for computer security mandated by the White House.
Tell us about the legendary L0pht.
The L0pht started out as a place to store equipment. I think it started primarily with Brian Oblivion and Count Zero's significant others telling them to get their broken computers out of the hallways and the kitchen sinks. They rented a place with some other friends and their wives and it was a little hangout and a dumping ground for tech stuff. After a while, some of the folks there invited me in, so I paid a little bit of the rent. It was great to hang out with everybody, but I saw too much potential. I was involved in morphing it from a hangout group to becoming kind of like Consumer Reports. We had hardware, software, communications; we were trying to break everything and publish everything because we didn't want other people to have to struggle to learn how things work the way we did. We wanted other people to say, "Here's what the L0pht guys published; how can I take it further?" You were also active in the Cult of the Dead Cow. What's the relationship be tween that and the L0pht?
The Cult of the Dead Cow [CDC] was an ancient-and I use the word lovingly-hacker group. I had read some of their posts, some of them very humorous and some of them with a lot of technical detail. Some of those folks were in the Boston area and we knew each other from the older conferences. At one point, they said, "Would you mind donating a technical paper for us to publish? We've been doing more media hacking, but we haven't done anything on the technical side." So I gave them the paper I had done on attacking Bellcore's S/KEY implementation. The tool I wrote was called MonKey, monitoring all the keys.
There was an interesting crossover with Back Orifice, a remote administration tool that was originally done by Sir Dystic out of CDC and later by DilDog at the L0pht. I looked into Back Orifice and realized it was actually more capable than pcAnywhere or other commercial remote desktops. I said, "Let's create a professional service pack for file manipulation-all the stuff you'd want in a business organization-and release it and see how the media handles it. We'll do it through CDC because it's got this spin of evil on it. "
In actuality, it was the exact same software as the commercial software, and it was amazing to watch the media assume that the commercial software, which was much more vulnerable and had fewer security controls, was fine but this other thing was not. That was the dance between CDC and the L0pht. I used the two to figure out how people INTERVIEW would interpret things. Through CDC, I'd find the initial spin and how final that spin is once you release something. Then I'd go back to the L0pht and figure out how we wanted to position technical papers we were publishing so they could be consumed without people discard ing or dismissing them as some thing from evil hackers. It's strange how I went into DARPA because I felt [the agency] had lost its way. e director prior to Regina Dugan, Tony Tether, had been there an unprecedented amount of time and I actually think that doesn't work well for agencies. Tether was there during the entire [George W.] Bush administration. e average tenure for director at DARPA is about two years. e same thing happened with Alexander at the NSA, and while they've done great things, I think cycling the leadership is very important.
Dugan came in as the director and I went in and said, "I think you've lost your way but I'm willing to work to the bone to gure out if we can salvage it. " She's a really impressive woman, but I was interviewing with her and the deputy director Ken Gabriel, who is now the CEO and president of Draper Labs. At the end of the interview, they were like, "What could we do to actually convince you to come here?" I said, "An o er le er would probably be a good rst step. " And they slid the o er le er to me right then and there.
What projects are you the most proud of?
A lot of people would immediately say Cyber Fast Track [which helped independent and ad hoc security researchers obtain funding for security projects] because it shook the government up so much, but the other one I'm super proud of was the Cyber Analytical Framework I created for the agency [used to evaluate DARPA investments in cybersecurity].
What was it like to go to Google from the government?
It was easier for me to get approval in the DoD [Department of Defense] to talk publicly at events than it was at Google. at sounds more sensationalistic than it actually is. Google is just a huge organization. It doesn't want everybody running around, especially with the group that I became deputy director of, which was ATAP Advanced Technology and Projects. INTERVIEW car reviews and then pull that over in software-and that's Cyber-ITL.
ATAP was based in
The UL aspect goes back to the L0pht, when John Tan got inspired because I kept using the example of Consumer Reports. I said, "I really wish I knew how Consumer Reports started because they were so independent; no ads, no anything else." I actually brought a lot of that to @stake. We wouldn't do partnerships, we wouldn't accept [product] freebies, we wouldn't accept kickbacks for recommending some body's product (which was the norm for every other consultancy at the time). Cisco Security Consulting Group might have had great people, but how much do you want to bet their recommendation is going to be a bunch of Cisco products? You want an unbiased aspect. So I asked Tan to see what he could find out about Consumer Reports.
Tan came back and said to check out UL. This was the paper he wrote in 1998, I believe, on the cyber UL. It was about how the UL focused on locks and safes and vaults in a very similar way to Consumer Reports. You can have a vault rated TL15 or TL30, and it wasn't a certification [but more of a robustness rating]. I'm not a big fan of certification. I like the idea of comparative ratings.
The funny thing about cyber is that if you find a way to a vulnerability or an exploit in a certain amount of time, why wouldn't you just fix it?
Let's say you find a car and there's a recall because the rear passenger seat belt doesn't latch correctly. The Reliability Society is the IEEE professional society for Reliability Engineering, along with other Specialty Engineering disciplines. These disciplines are design engineering fields that apply scientific knowledge so that their specific attributes are designed into the system / product / device / process to assure that it will perform its intended function for the required duration within a given environment, including the ability to test and support it throughout its total life cycle. This is accomplished concurrently with other design disciplines by contributing to the planning and selection of the system architecture, design implementation, materials, processes, and components; followed by verifying the selections made by thorough analysis and test and then sustainment.
Visit the IEEE Reliability Society website as it is the gateway to the many resources that the RS makes available to its members and others interested in the broad aspects of Reliability and Specialty Engineering.
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